CLASS: Year 6

DATE:08.10.21

Talking Homework
QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR CHILD
(this is to stimulate talk with your child – there is no need for
you to write anything down or return the sheet to school)

MATHS
This week we have been continuing to revise
our work on Place Value. We have been
rounding whole and decimal numbers to
different powers of 10 as well as ordering and
calculating differences using negative
numbers.
ENGLISH
Reading
In ‘Boy in a Girls’ Bathroom’ the characters
are all undergoing major changes in their
personalities and we have been discussing
the causes of these and predicting outcomes
Writing
Using our predictions, we have started to
plan a letter in character, which will be
completed next week. To prepare, our
grammar focus has been on past tense and
how we use irregular verbs when
constructing sentences of this kind.
SCIENCE
In Science we explored the circulatory
system looking specifically how the lungs and
heart work together to transport Oxygen
around the body. We had to demonstrate this
as a group in a Drama session and wrote up
an explanation of what we did.
TOPIC
We constructed timelines of important events
in Viking history this week.
We ordered dates and considered which
events were the most significant.

What was rule we used for Rounding
this week?
What would 2357.89 be to the nearest
Ten? Nearest Tenth?

Can you explain the changes that
Bradley and Jeff are going through?

What is the difference between a
regular and irregular verb?

Can you explain why it is called a
double circulatory system?
What do we breathe out?

Can you recall what happened in A.D
793?
1066?
Why are these dates important?

We hope you enjoy talking at home about your child’s learning this week.
Every child will be set 3 pieces of Mathletics homework each Monday, to be
completed by the following Monday. We will also be testing the spellings each
Friday. Thank you.
Wonder words: conquer, ostracize

